
The US Govt Accountability Office, an agency of Congress, expects to hire a large number of entry-level analysts over the coming year. 
These positions are designed for recently minted MAs and PhDs with solid analytical and methodological skills and an interest in applied 
research. 

Full details on locations, salary, topic areas and duties can be found by searching by agency ("Government Accountability Office") or 
announcement number (N-07-TEAMS-0347-001) at www.usajobs.com. Like most federal positions, US Citizenship is required. 

GAO Entry-Level Analyst 
Additional Duty Location Info:  many vacancies - Throughout the Nation, US  

MAJOR DUTIES: Top  
JOB DESCRIPTION FOR THE GAO ANALYST: 

Typically, an analyst works as part of a project team conducting in-
depth analysis and evaluation of executive and legislative branch 
programs, policies, offices, and processes.  GAO's work is generally 
requested by the Chairman or Ranking Minority Member of a 
congressional committee or subcommittee, or has been mandated by 
legislation.  This work is demanding, important, and typically bound 
by fixed deadlines.  It is generally conducted in a team setting. 
Analysts must have strong analytical and written/oral communication 
skills and be able to carefully document the work they do and 
communicate the results.  Analysts must also effectively present 
their work to audiences ranging from their team members to 
congressional staff.

Typical job skills, duties, and activities include:  
*Research design: supporting the development of appropriate research 
questions, and the project's scope and methodology, in collaboration 
with GAO experts in research methods; 
*Data collection: reviewing documents and conducting interviews of 
agency officials, focus groups, surveys, and expert panel 
discussions; 
*Program Evaluation/Organizational analysis: understanding and 
describing government agencies' structures, missions, goals, and 
processes;
*Data analysis: summarizing facts in writing, interpreting data, 
understanding data limitations, and utilizing data to determine 
patterns, trends, or irregularities in program activities, policies, 
and procedures;
*Collaboration: working well in a team-based environment through 
effective communication and information sharing; 
*Presenting information orally: contributing to the effective 
delivery of information to internal and external interested parties, 
through oral briefings, the use of visuals and graphics, and other 
appropriate means.
*Writing: recording information from interviews with agency 
officials and drafting segments of reports or testimony statements;

Entry-level analysts learn to perform the full range of analyst 
duties through a two-year Professional Development Program (PDP) 
during which they typically contribute to three or more projects in 
three or more Mission teams. (Additional information on this program 
can be found later in this announcement.)  During this time, they 
work to develop their knowledge of GAO policies and to acquire or 
enhance the specific skills necessary to perform work on GAO 
projects.  In doing so, analysts are initially supervised closely by 
a more senior analyst.  As they gain experience, supervision 
typically decreases until the supervisor needs only to review the 
analyst's work to ensure that objectives have been met and GAO 
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policies have been followed.  With few exceptions, new analysts are 
generalists rather than specialists or subject matter experts and 
are expected to work on a variety of issues for the early-mid part 
of their career.  Analysts focus on acquiring, enhancing, and 
deepening the skills and competencies that are most relevant to the 
dynamic nature of GAO work.  

Analysts' job performance in the PDP program is formally assessed 
every 6 months and they are rated for the following competencies: 
1. Achieving results
2. Maintaining client and customer focus
3. Thinking critically
4. Collaborating with others
5. Presenting information orally
6. Presenting information in writing
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